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NEW QUESTION: 1
The reason a governance specialist may need to be involved in
pre-deployment project phases is because:
A. on most SOA projects, the governance specialist role is
assumed by the same individuals that carry out the analysis of
services
B. None of the above.
C. governance considerations need to be taken into account so
that eventual governance impact can be assessed
D. governance is a sub-process of the service-oriented design
process
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Sections of a performance form template are designated spaces
for specific information to be collected about the subject of

the form, or populated with information about the subject of
the form. Sections are comprised of a variety of smaller units.
What are these units called?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Ratings
B. Fields
C. Workflow
D. Settings
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: C
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